
Utopia.
« Write a dialogue »

Lawyer : There are so many thieves nowerdays, it's awful. I highly regret that we 
have to kill these people, believe me. But don't you think the society would be 
better without that vermin ? It's right to punish them.

Hythloday: I agree, they must recieve a punishment, but a punishment adapted to 
the crime they commited. A public execution is as I said earlier too severe. It is the 
same penalty murderers get ! Both are criminals, but the offence is not equal. 
Therefore, the sentence shouldn't be equal either.

Lawyer : You may be right, but there a too many and a lighter treatment wouldn't 
be effective. They are like ants, you crush one a few seconds later there are 
thousands of them. We should strenghen the executive system and get of them once 
and for all, hang them in front of everybody in town, they'll get the message at 
least.

Hythloday : I disagree. Do you really think the citizens should see this ? Because I 
don't. And as you said, there are still a lot of thieves, so it shows that hanging them 
is far from being effective. Death penalty is injustice. 

Lawyer : So tell me, what do you propose to get rid of thieves ?

Hythloday : I say get rid of poverty, and thieves will disapear. Why do thieves 
steal ? Because they need to eat and keep warm just like us, they have no other 
choice than to rob in order to live. So it's not by killing the thieves that the problem 
will be solved.

Lawyer : So you're saying that instead of killing them we should give them money 
and food ? That's ridiculous.

Hythloday : Not give them money and food, but stop collecting taxes for a while 
and find them jobs. They will become honest citizens and within a few month tax-
payers.


